
Solution Overview

The Samsara Site Visibility solution offers remote visibility over complex operations, 

reducing the amount of in-person check-ins, travel to multiple locations, and time 

spent actively monitoring video footage. Proactive alerts, motion, people, vehicle, and 

clothing detection, and an easily navigable timeline provides users with real-time and 

actionable insights into their locations.

The Site Visibility solution integrates with existing camera infrastructure to mitigate up-

front labor investments and instantly provide visibility over your site, whether onsite, at 

home, or on-the-go.

Site Visibility
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ON-THE-GO VISIBILITY 
Manage devices, search through camera 
streams, and view live footage using the 
browser dashboard or mobile app.

—
PROACTIVE ALERTS
Proactive alerts immediately notify the 
user of a notable event via email or text 
with a link directly to the footage. 

— —
SIMPLE INSTALLATION 
The Site Gateway connects into an 
existing network and pulls in video 
streams to the Samsara dashboard.
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How it Works
   • Connect the Site Gateway to your network via ethernet. 

   • In a few clicks, auto-detect existing or Samsara cameras and begin creating custom views. 

   • Intelligently monitor your facility and easily view and share footage from any device.

Interested in learning more about Samsara?  
Visit www.samsara.com/sites to request a live demo.

PART OF A UNIFIED PLATFORM FOR WORKSITE EFFICIENCY, SAFETY, AND SECURITY

PLATFORM HIGHLIGHTS 

 Intelligent Detection - visualize motion and 
   identify non-complying safety protocols (PPE 
   and unsafe distances - coming soon!)

 Search - search for historical activity within a 
    given frame or locate events across cameras with 
    activity and stream search

 Device Health Alerts - be alerted in real-time if  
   a gateway or camera is disconnected or offline

 

 Secure Cloud Access - define who can access 
   your footage through roles & permissions 
   and SAML SSO.

 Sharing - export footage directly to your 
   desktop, copy a link to share via email or SMS, 
   or save segments to a cloud library

 Video Retention - 30+ day customizabl NVR video 
   storage and downloadable cloud footage.  

SAMSARA OR EXISTING IP CAMERAS 
(plugs into switch)

SAMSARA SITE GATEWAY 
(on-premise, plugs into switch)

SAMSARA WEB DASHBOARD & MOBILE APP 
(cloud-based VMS)

NETWORK POE SWITCH


